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As piracy has become a business and a hobby, Copy Protection has become a necessity in 
manufacturing CD-ROMs and CD-Audios. Even for modified discs there is a need to do 
proper quality inspection and to secure that manufacturing is within the very tight quality 
limits. 

Quality control is essential to the efficient and profitable operation of every replication plant. 
Proper testing will detect failures in production so that corrective action may be taken in a 
timely manner. Copy Protection's watermark may alter the physical structure of the disc. 
Therefore, by testing, it is vital to be able to differentiate these deliberate failures from the 
failures resulting from the production process.  

DaTARIUS Technologies GmbH is intensively involved in the development of Copy Protection 
scheme and is proud to be the first company to enable test equipment to handle and check 
the quality of copy-protected discs. �

The DaTARIUS CS-4/WIN software automatically checks the presence of the Copy Protection 
and then allows the testing of protected replicas, stampers and glass masters. The user can 
select to conceal or display the anomalies caused by Copy Protection.  

The version 6.05 of the CS-4/WIN supports DADC’s Key2audio 
from Sony DADC, Macrovision’s SafeDisc and SafeAudio and 
Midbar Tech ’s Cactus Data Shield (CDS100/200/300). This 
version is available in April 2002 and demonstrated on the Media-
Tech Expo 2002 6-8th may in Frankfurt Hall 8 Booth 8G28. 

 

 

For further information, visit us at the Media-Tech Expo 2002 Hall 8 Booth 8G28 

Or contact postit@datarius.com 
 

For more information about 

 Key2audio    visit www.sonydacd.com 

 Safedisc & Safeaudio  visit www.macrovision.com 

 CDS Family  visit www.midbartech.com 
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